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ASKEY–WILSON POLYNOMIALS, QUADRATIC HARNESSES AND
MARTINGALES
By W lodek Bryc1 and Jacek Weso lowski
University of Cincinnati and Warsaw University of Technology
We use orthogonality measures of Askey–Wilson polynomials to
construct Markov processes with linear regressions and quadratic con-
ditional variances. Askey–Wilson polynomials are orthogonal martin-
gale polynomials for these processes.
1. Introduction. Orthogonal martingale polynomials for stochastic pro-
cesses have been studied by a number of authors (see [5, 14, 19, 23, 25–28]).
Orthogonal martingale polynomials play also a prominent role in noncom-
mutative probability [1, 2] and can serve as a connection to the so called
“classical versions” of noncommutative processes. On the other hand, clas-
sical versions may exist without polynomial martingale structure (see [6]).
In [8] we identify intrinsic properties of the first two conditional moments of
a stochastic process that guarantee the process has orthogonal martingale
polynomials. These properties, linear conditional expectations and quadratic
conditional variances, which we call the quadratic harness properties, have
already lead to a number of new examples of Markov processes [9–11] with
orthogonal martingale polynomials. Random fields with harness properties
were introduced by Hammersley [15] and their properties were studied (see,
e.g., [20, 34]).
In this paper we use measures of orthogonality of Askey–Wilson polyno-
mials to construct a large class of Markov processes with quadratic harness
properties that includes most of the previous examples, either as special
cases or as “boundary cases.” The main step is the construction of an aux-
iliary Markov process which has Askey–Wilson polynomials [4] as orthogo-
nal martingale polynomials. The question of probabilistic interpretation of
Askey–Wilson polynomials was raised in [12], page 197.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section we recall
background material on the quadratic harness property and Askey–Wilson
polynomials; we also state our two main results. In Section 2 we give an
elementary construction that does not cover the entire range of parameters,
but it is explicit and does not rely on orthogonal polynomials. The general
construction appears in Section 3; this proof follows the method from [9]
and relies on the martingale property of Askey–Wilson polynomials which
extends a projection formula from [21] to a larger range of parameters. Sec-
tion 4 contains another elementary but computationally more cumbersome
construction of a purely discrete quadratic harness which is not covered by
Theorem 1.1. Section 5 illustrates how some of our previous constructions,
and some new cases, follow from Theorem 1.1 essentially by a calculation. In
the Appendix, we discuss two results on orthogonal polynomials in the form
we need in this paper: a version of Favard’s theorem that does not depend
on the support of the orthogonality measure and a version of connection
coefficients formula for Askey–Wilson polynomials, [4].
1.1. Quadratic harnesses. In [8] the authors consider square-integrable
stochastic processes on (0,∞) such that for all t, s > 0,
E(Xt) = 0, E(XtXs) =min{t, s},(1.1)
E(Xt|Fs,u) is a linear function of Xs,Xu and Var[Xt|Fs,u] is a quadratic
function of Xs,Xu. Here, Fs,u is the two-sided σ-field generated by {Xr : r ∈
(0, s] ∪ [u,∞)}. We will also use the one-sided σ-fields Ft generated by
{Xr : r≤ t}.
Then for all s < t < u,
E(Xt|Fs,u) = u− t
u− sXs +
t− s
u− sXu(1.2)
and under certain technical assumptions, Bryc, Matysiak and Wesolowski
[8], Theorem 2.2, assert that there exist numerical constants η, θ, σ, τ, γ such
that for all s < t < u,
Var[Xt|Fs,u]
=
(u− t)(t− s)
u(1 + σs) + τ − γs
(
1 + σ
(uXs − sXu)2
(u− s)2 + η
uXs − sXu
u− s
(1.3)
+ τ
(Xu −Xs)2
(u− s)2 + θ
Xu −Xs
u− s
− (1− γ)(Xu −Xs)(uXs − sXu)
(u− s)2
)
.
We will say that a square-integrable stochastic process (Xt)t∈T is a quadratic
harness on T with parameters (η, θ, σ, τ, γ) if it satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) on
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T which may be a proper subset of (0,∞). In previous papers (see, e.g., [8])
only T = (0,∞) was considered.
Under the conditions listed in [8], Theorems 2.4 and 4.1, quadratic har-
nesses on (0,∞) have orthogonal martingale polynomials. Although several
explicit three-step recurrences have been worked out in [8], Section 4, and
even though, for some of the recurrences, corresponding quadratic harnesses
were constructed in a series of papers [9–11], the general orthogonal martin-
gale polynomials have not been identified, and the question of existence of
corresponding quadratic harnesses was left open.
It has been noted that the family of all quadratic harnesses on (0,∞)
that satisfy condition (1.1) is invariant under the action of translations and
reflections of R: translation by a ∈ R acts as (Xt) 7→ e−aXe2at and the re-
flection at 0 acts as (Xt) 7→ (tX1/t). Since translations and reflection gen-
erate also the symmetry group of the Askey–Wilson polynomials [22], it is
natural to investigate how to relate the measures of orthogonality of the
Askey–Wilson polynomials to quadratic harnesses. The goal of this paper
is to explore this idea and significantly enlarge the class of available exam-
ples. We show that quadratic harnesses exist and are Markov processes for
a wide range of parameters (η, θ, σ, τ, γ). The basic Markov process we con-
struct has Askey–Wilson polynomials as orthogonal martingale polynomials.
The final quadratic harness is then obtained by appropriate scaling and a
deterministic change of time.
Theorem 1.1. Fix parameters −1< q < 1 and A,B,C,D that are either
real, or (A,B) or (C,D) are complex conjugate pairs such that ABCD,
qABCD< 1. Assume that
AC,AD,BC,BD,qAC, qAD,qBC, qBD ∈C \ [1,∞).(1.4)
Let
η =− [(A+B)(1 +ABCD)− 2AB(C +D)]
√
1− q√
(1−AC)(1−BC)(1−AD)(1−BD)(1− qABCD) ,(1.5)
θ =− [(D+C)(1 +ABCD)− 2CD(A+B)]
√
1− q√
(1−AC)(1−BC)(1−AD)(1−BD)(1− qABCD) ,(1.6)
σ =
AB(1− q)
1− qABCD,(1.7)
τ =
CD(1− q)
1− qABCD,(1.8)
γ =
q−ABCD
1− qABCD.(1.9)
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With the convention 1/∞= 0, let
T0 =max
{
0,
γ − 1 +
√
(γ − 1)2 − 4στ
2σ
,−τ
}
,(1.10)
1
T1
=max
{
0,
γ − 1 +
√
(γ − 1)2 − 4στ
2τ
,−σ
}
.(1.11)
Then there exists a bounded Markov process (Xt)t∈J on the nonempty in-
terval J = (T0, T1) with mean and covariance (1.1) such that (1.2) holds, and
(1.3) holds with parameters η, θ, σ, τ, γ. Process (Xt)t∈J is unique among the
processes with infinitely-supported one-dimensional distributions that have
moments of all orders and satisfy (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) with the same pa-
rameters, η, θ, σ, τ, γ.
Remark 1.1. Formula (2.28) relates process (Xt) to the Markov process
(Zt) from Theorem 1.2.
Remark 1.2. The assumptions on A,B,C,D are dictated by the desire
to limit the number of cases in the proof but do not exhaust all possibilities
where the quadratic harness (Xt) with Askey–Wilson transition probabilities
exists (see Proposition 4.1).
Remark 1.3. When στ ≥ 0, Theorem 1.1 can be used to construct
quadratic harnesses only for parameters in the range −1 < γ < 1 − 2√στ
which is strictly smaller than the admissible range in [8], Theorem 2.2. To
see the upper bound, note that
1− γ = (1− q)(1−ABCD)/(1− qABCD)> 0(1.12)
and that (1− γ)2 − 4στ = (1 − ABCD)2(1 − q)2/(1 − qABCD)2 > 0. The
lower bound follows from q >−1, as (1.9) defines γ as an increasing function
of q. In Corollary 5.4 we show that the construction indeed works through
the entire range of γ, at least when η = θ = 0.
From (1.9), the construction will give γ > 1 when ABCD < −1. Multi-
plying (1.7) and (1.8), we see that this may occur only when στ < 0, that is,
when the time interval J is a proper subset of (0,∞) (compare [8], Theorem
2.2).
Remark 1.4. In terms of the original parameters, the end-points of the
interval, are
T0 =max
{
0,−CD, −CD(1− q)
1− qABCD
}
,(1.13)
1
T1
=max
{
0,−AB, −AB(1− q)
1− qABCD
}
.(1.14)
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This shows that T0, T1 are real and T0 < T1. If CD< 0 or AB < 0, then the
third term under the maximum contributes for q < 0 only.
Remark 1.5. As a side property, we also get information about one-
sided conditioning: E(Xt|Fs) =Xs and Var(Xt|Fs) = t−s1+σs(1 + ηXs + σX2s )
for s < t. Similarly, E(Xt|F≥u) = tXu/u and Var(Xt|F≥u) = t(u−t)u+τ (1+θXu/u+
τX2u/u
2) for t < u, where F≥u = σ(Xr : r ≥ u).
1.2. Martingale property of Askey–Wilson polynomials. For a, b, c, d ∈C
such that
abcd, qabcd /∈ [1,∞),(1.15)
Askey and Wilson [4], (1.24), introduced polynomials defined by recurrence,
2xw˜n(x) = A˜nw˜n+1(x) +Bnw˜n(x) + C˜nw˜n−1(x), n≥ 0,(1.16)
with the initial conditions w˜−1 = 0 and w˜0 = 1, and with the coefficients
A˜n =
An
(1− abqn)(1− acqn)(1− adqn) ,
Bn = a+ 1/a−An/a− aCn,
C˜n = Cn(1− abqn−1)(1− acqn−1)(1− adqn−1),
where for future reference we denote
An =
(1− abcdqn−1)(1− abqn)(1− acqn)(1− adqn)
(1− abcdq2n−1)(1− abcdq2n) ,(1.17)
Cn =
(1− qn)(1− bcqn−1)(1− bdqn−1)(1− cdqn−1)
(1− abcdq2n−2)(1− abcdq2n−1) .(1.18)
Here we take A0 = (1− ab)(1 − ac)(1 − ad)/(1 − abcd) and C0 = 0, also if
q = 0. We remark that Bn coincides with [4], (1.27), so it is symmetric in
a, b, c, d and that by taking the limit, Bn is also well defined for a= 0. Since
trivially A˜n and C˜n are also symmetric in a, b, c, d it follows that polynomials
{w˜n} do not depend on the order of a, b, c, d.
Except for Section 4, our parameters satisfy a condition stronger than
(1.15):
abcd, qabcd, ab, qab, ac, qac, ad, qad ∈C \ [1,∞).(1.19)
To avoid cumbersome scaling of martingale polynomials later on, when
(1.19) holds it is convenient to renormalize the polynomials w˜n. Therefore
we introduce the following family of polynomials:
2xw¯n(x) = A¯nw¯n+1(x) +Bnw¯n(x) + C¯nw¯n−1(x), n≥ 0,(1.20)
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where A¯n = (1− abqn)A˜n, C¯n = C˜n/(1− abqn−1). The initial conditions are
again w¯−1 = 0 and w¯0 = 1. When we want to indicate the parameters, we
will write w¯n(x;a, b, c, d).
For each n, polynomial w¯n differs only by a multiplicative constant from
w˜n [see (A.10)] so both families have the same orthogonality measure when
it exists. For this reason, both families of polynomials are referred to as
Askey–Wilson polynomials.
Recall that the polynomials {rn(x; t) :n ∈ Z+, t ∈ I} are orthogonal mar-
tingale polynomials for the process (Zt)t∈I if:
(i) E(rn(Zt; t)rm(Zt; t)) = 0 for m 6= n and t ∈ I ,
(ii) E(rn(Zt; t)|Fs) = rn(Zs; s) for s < t in I and all n= 0,1,2 . . . .
The following result shows that Askey–Wilson polynomials define orthog-
onal martingale polynomials for a family of Markov processes.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that A,B,C,D satisfy the assumptions of The-
orem 1.1. Let
I = I(A,B,C,D, q) =
(
max{0,CD, qCD}, 1
max{0,AB, qAB}
)
(1.21)
with the convention 1/0 =∞. (The last terms under the maxima can con-
tribute only when q < 0 and CD or AB are negative.) Let
rn(x; t) = t
n/2w¯n
(√
1− q
2
√
t
x;A
√
t,B
√
t,C/
√
t,D/
√
t
)
.(1.22)
Then
{rn(x; t) :n= 0,1,2 . . . , t ∈ I}
are orthogonal martingale polynomials for a Markov process (Zt) which sat-
isfies (1.2) and (1.3) with η = θ = σ = τ = 0 and γ = q.
2. The case of densities. In this section we give an explicit and elemen-
tary construction of a quadratic harness on a possibly restricted time interval
and under additional restrictions on parameters A,B,C,D.
Proposition 2.1. Fix parameters −1 < q < 1 and A,B,C,D that are
either real or (A,B) or (C,D) are complex conjugate pairs. Without loss
of generality, we assume that |A| ≤ |B|, |C| ≤ |D|; additionally, we assume
that |BD|< 1. Then the interval
J =
( |D|2 −CD
1−AB|D|2 ,
1−CD|B|2
|B|2 −AB
)
has positive length and there exists a unique bounded Markov process (Xt)t∈J
with absolutely continuous finite-dimensional distributions which satisfies the
conclusion of Theorem 1.1.
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Remark 2.1. Proposition 2.1 is a special case of Theorem 1.1; the latter
may allow us to extend the processes constructed here to a wider time-
interval,
T0 ≤ |D|
2 −CD
1−AB|D|2 and
1−CD|B|2
|B|2 −AB ≤ T1.
The easiest way to see the inequalities is to compare the end points of inter-
vals (2.9) and (1.21) after the Mo¨bius transformation (2.26); for example,
|D|2 ≥ |CD| ≥max{0,CD, qCD} where the last term plays a role only when
q < 0 and CD< 0.
The rest of this section contains the construction, ending with the proof
of Proposition 2.1.
2.1. Askey–Wilson densities. For complex a and |q|< 1 we define
(a)n = (a; q)n =

n−1∏
j=0
(1− aqj), n= 1,2, . . . ,
1, n= 0,
(a)∞ = (a; q)∞ =
∞∏
j=0
(1− aqj),
and we denote
(a1, a2, . . . , al)∞ = (a1, a2, . . . , al; q)∞ = (a1; q)∞(a2; q)∞ · · · (al; q)∞,
(a1, a2, . . . , al)n = (a1, a2, . . . , al; q)n = (a1; q)n(a2; q)n · · · (al; q)n.
The advantage of this notation over the standard product notation lies both
in its conciseness and in mnemonic simplification rules,
(a, b)n
(a, c)n
=
(b)n
(c)n
,
(α)M+L = (q
Mα)L(α)M(2.1)
and
(α)M = (−α)M qM(M−1)/2
(
q
qMα
)
M
,(2.2)
which often help with calculations. For a reader who is as uncomfortable
with this notation, as we were at the beginning of this project, we suggest
to re-write the formulas for the case q = 0. For example, (a; 0)n is either 1
or 1− a as n= 0 or n> 0, respectively. The construction of Markov process
for q = 0 in itself is quite interesting as the resulting laws are related to the
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laws that arise in Voiculescu’s free probability; the formulas simplify enough
so that the integrals can be computed by elementary means, for example,
by residua.
From Askey and Wilson [4], Theorem 2.1, it follows that if a, b, c, d are
complex such that max{|a|, |b|, |c|, |d|} < 1 and −1< q < 1, then with θ = θx
such that cos θ = x,∫ 1
−1
1√
1− x2
(e2iθ, e−2iθ)∞
(aeiθ, ae−iθ, beiθ, be−iθ, ceiθ, ce−iθ, deiθ, de−iθ)∞
dx
(2.3)
=
2π(abcd)∞
(q, ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd)∞
.
When −1< q < 1 and a, b, c, d are either real or come in complex conjugate
pairs and max{|a|, |b|, |c|, |d|} < 1, the integrand is real and positive. This
allows us to define the Askey–Wilson density,
f(x;a, b, c, d) =
K(a, b, c, d)√
1− x2
∣∣∣∣ (e2iθ)∞(aeiθ, beiθ, ceiθ, deiθ)∞
∣∣∣∣2I(−1,1)(x),(2.4)
where
K(a, b, c, d) =
(q, ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd)∞
2π(abcd)∞
.(2.5)
The first two moments are easily computed.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose X has the Askey–Wilson density f(x;a, b, c, d)
with parameters a, b, c, d as above. Then the expectation of X is
E(X) =
a+ b+ c+ d− abc− abd− acd− bcd
2(1− abcd)(2.6)
and the variance of X is
Var(X) =
(1− ab)(1− ac)(1− ad)(1− bc)(1− bd)(1− cd)(1− q)
4(1− abcd)2(1− abcdq) .(2.7)
Proof. If a = b= c = d = 0, E(X) = 0 by symmetry. If one of the pa-
rameters, say a ∈C, is nonzero, we note that
(aeiθ, ae−iθ)∞ = (aeiθ, ae−iθ)1(aqeiθ, aqe−iθ)∞
= (1+ a2 − 2ax)(aqeiθ , aqe−iθ)∞.
Therefore, by (2.3),
E(1 + a2 − 2aX) = K(a, b, c, d)
K(qa, b, c, d)
=
(1− ab)(1− ac)(1− ad)
1− abcd .
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Now (2.6) follows by a simple algebra.
Similarly, for nonzero a, b ∈C,
4abVar(X) = E[(1 + a2 − 2aX)(1 + b2 − 2bX)],
−E(1+ a2 − 2aX)E(1 + b2 − 2bX)
=
K(a, b, c, d)
K(qa, qb, c, d)
− K
2(a, b, c, d)
K(qa, b, c, d)K(a, qb, c, d)
=
(1− ab)(1− qab)(1− ac)(1− ad)(1− bc)(1− bd)
(1− abcd)(1− qabcd)
− (1− ab)
2(1− ac)(1− ad)(1− bc)(1− bd)
(1− abcd)2 .
Again after simple transformations we arrive at (2.7).
If only one parameter is nonzero but q 6= 0, the calculations are similar,
starting with E((1 + a2 − 2aX)(1 + a2q2 − 2aqX)); when q = 0 the density
is a re-parametrization of Marchenko–Pastur law [16], (3.3.2); we omit the
details. If a, b, c, d are zero, f(x; 0,0,0,0) is the orthogonality measure of the
continuous q-Hermite polynomials [18], (3.26.3); since H2(x) = 2xH1(x)−
(1− q)H0 = 4x2 − (1− q), the second moment is (1− q)/4. 
We need a technical result on Askey–Wilson densities inspired by [21],
formula (2.4).
Proposition 2.3. Let a, b, c, d, q be as above with the additional assump-
tion that the only admissible conjugate pairs are a = b¯ or c = d¯, and m is
real such that |m|< 1. Then with x= cos θx,∫ 1
−1
f(x;am, bm, c, d)f(y;a, b,meiθx,me−iθx)dx
(2.8)
= f(y;a, b, cm,dm).
Proof. We compute the left-hand side of (2.8) expanding the constants
K(am, bm, c, d) and K(a, b,meiθx ,me−iθx) to better show how some factors
cancel out. To avoid case-by-case reasoning when complex conjugate pairs
are present, we also expand parts of the density without the use of modulus
as in (2.3).
The integrand on the left-hand side of (2.8) is
(q, abm2, acm,adm, bcm, bdm, cd)∞|(e2iθx)∞|2
2π(abcdm2)∞(ameiθx , ame−iθx , bmeiθx , bme−iθx)∞|(ceiθx , deiθx)∞|2
× (q, ab, ame
iθx , ame−iθx , bmeiθx , bme−iθx ,m2)∞
2π(abm2)∞
√
1− y2
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× |(e
2iθy )∞|2
|(aeiθy , beiθy ,mei(θx+θy),mei(−θx+θy))∞|2
√
1− x2 .
Rearranging the terms we rewrite the left-hand side of (2.8) as
(q, abm2, acm,adm, bcm, bdm, cd, q, ab,m2)∞
(2π)2(abm2, abcdm2)∞
√
1− y2
× |(e
2iθy)∞|2
|(aeiθy , beiθy)∞|2
×
∫ 1
−1
|(e2iθx)∞|2
|(meiθyeiθx ,me−iθyeiθx , ceiθx , deiθx)∞|2
dx√
1− x2 .
Now we apply formula (2.3) to this integral, so the left-hand side of (2.8)
becomes
(q, abm2, acm,adm, bcm, bdm, cd, q, ab,m2)∞
(2π)2(abm2, abcdm2)∞
√
1− y2
× |(e
2iθy )∞|2
|(aeiθy , beiθy)∞|2
× 2π(cdm
2)∞
(q,m2,mceiθy ,mdeiθy ,mce−iθy ,mde−iθy , cd)∞
=
(q, ab, acm,adm, bcm, bdm, cdm2)∞|(e2iθy)∞|2
2π(abcdm2)∞|(aeiθy , beiθy ,mceiθy ,mdeiθy)∞|2
√
1− y2
,
which completes the proof. 
2.2. Markov processes with Askey–Wilson densities. We now fix A, B,
C, D as in Proposition 2.1. The interval
I(A,B,C,D) =
(
|D|2, 1|B|2
)
(2.9)
is nonempty (here 1/0 =∞). For any t ∈ I(A,B,C,D) and y ∈ [−1,1] let
p(t, y) = f
(
y;A
√
t,B
√
t,
C√
t
,
D√
t
)
(2.10)
and for any s < t in I(A,B,C,D) and x, y ∈ [−1,1] let
p(s,x; t, y) = f
(
y;A
√
t,B
√
t,
√
s√
t
eiθx ,
√
s√
t
e−iθx
)
, x= cos θx.(2.11)
Proposition 2.4. The family of probability densities (p(s,x; t, y), p(t, y))
defines a Markov process (Yt)t∈I on the state space [−1,1]. That is, for any
s < t from I(A,B,C,D) and y ∈ [−1,1],
p(t, y) =
∫ 1
−1
p(s,x; t, y)p(s,x)dx(2.12)
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and for any s < t < u from I(A,B,C,D) and x, z ∈ [−1,1],
p(s,x;u, z) =
∫ 1
−1
p(t, y;u, z)p(s,x; t, y)dy.(2.13)
Proof. To show (2.12) it suffices just to use the identity (2.8) with
a =A
√
t, b= B
√
t, c = C/
√
s, d =D/
√
s, and m=
√
s/t ∈ (0,1). We note
that this substitution preserves the complex conjugate pairs and that, by the
definition of I(A,B,C,D), parameters A
√
t, B
√
t, C/
√
s and D/
√
s have
modulus less than one. So (2.8) applies here and gives the desired formula,∫ 1
−1
f
(
x;A
√
s,B
√
s,
C√
s
,
D√
s
)
f
(
y;A
√
t,B
√
t,
√
s√
t
eiθx ,
√
s√
t
e−iθx
)
dx
= f
(
y;A
√
t,B
√
t,
C√
t
,
D√
t
)
.
To get the second formula (2.13) we again use (2.8) this time with a=A
√
u,
b=
√
u, c=
√
s/teiθx , d=
√
s/te−iθx , and m=
√
t/u. Thus we arrive at∫ 1
−1
f
(
z;A
√
u,B
√
u,
√
t√
u
eiθy ,
√
t√
u
e−iθy
)
× f
(
y;A
√
t,B
√
t,
√
s√
t
eiθx ,
√
s√
t
e−iθx
)
dy
= f
(
z;A
√
u,B
√
u,
√
s√
u
eiθx ,
√
s√
u
e−iθx
)
.

Proposition 2.5. Let (Yt)t∈I(A,B,C,D) be the Markov process from Propo-
sition 2.4, with marginal densities (2.10) and transition densities (2.11). For
t ∈ I(A,B,C,D),
E(Yt) =
[A+B −AB(C +D)]t+C +D−CD(A+B)
2
√
t(1−ABCD) ,(2.14)
Var(Yt) =
(1− q)(1−AC)(1−AD)(1−BC)(1−BD)
4t(1−ABCD)2(1− qABCD)
(2.15)
× (t−CD)(1−ABt)
and for s, t ∈ I(A,B,C,D), such that s < t,
Cov(Ys, Yt) =
(1− q)(1−AC)(1−AD)(1−BC)(1−BD)
4
√
st(1−ABCD)2(1− qABCD)
(2.16)
× (s−CD)(1−ABt),
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E(Yt|Fs) = (A+B)(t− s) + 2(1−ABt)
√
sYs
2
√
t(1−ABs) ,(2.17)
Var(Yt|Fs) = (1− q)(t− s)(1−ABt)
4t(1−ABs)2(1− qABs)(1 +A
2s− 2A√sYs)
(2.18)
× (1 +B2s− 2B√sYs).
Proof. Formulas (2.14) and (2.15) follow, respectively, from (2.6) and
(2.7) by taking a=A
√
t, b=B
√
t, c=C/
√
t and d=D/
√
t.
Similarly, the formulas (2.17) and (2.18) follow, respectively, from (2.6)
and (2.7) by taking a=A
√
t, b=B
√
t, c=
√
s
t e
iθx and d=
√
s
t e
−iθx .
To obtain the covariance we make use of (2.17) as follows:
Cov(Ys, Yt) = E(YsE(Yt|Fs))− E(Ys)E(Yt)
=
(
(A+B)(t− s)
2
√
t(1−ABs) −EYt
)
EYs
+
(1−ABs)√s
(1−ABt)√t (Var(Ys) + [EYs]
2).
Now the formula (2.16) follows, after a calculation, from (2.14) and (2.15).

Next we show that the conditional distribution of Yt given the past and
the future of the process is given by an Askey–Wilson density that does not
depend on parameters A,B,C,D.
Proposition 2.6. Let (Yt)t∈I(A,B,C,D) be the Markov process with marginal
densities (2.10) and transition densities (2.11). Then for any s < t < u in
I(A,B,C,D), the conditional distribution of Yt given Fs,u has the Askey–
Wilson density,
f
(
y;
√
t√
u
exp(iθz),
√
t√
u
exp(−iθz),
√
s√
t
exp(iθx),
√
s√
t
exp(−iθx)
)
.(2.19)
(Here, x= cos θx = Ys, z = cos θz = Yu.) The first two conditional moments
have the form
E(Yt|Fs,u) = (u− t)
√
sYs + (t− s)
√
uYu√
t(u− s) ,(2.20)
Var(Yt|Fs,u) = (1− q)(u− t)(t− s)
t(u− qs)
(2.21)
×
(
1
4
− (u
√
sYs − s
√
uYu)(
√
uYu−
√
sYs)
(u− s)2
)
.
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Proof. By the Markov property it follows that the conditional density
is
p(t, y;u, z)p(s,x; t, y)
p(s,x;u, z)
= f
(
z;A
√
u,B
√
u,
√
t√
u
eiθy ,
√
t√
u
e−iθy
)
× f
(
y;A
√
t,B
√
t,
√
s√
t
eiθx ,
√
s√
t
e−iθx
)
×
(
f
(
z;A
√
u,B
√
u,
√
s√
u
eiθx ,
√
s√
u
e−iθx
))−1
.
Now the result follows by plugging in the formula above the definition of
the Askey–Wilson density (2.4) with suitably chosen parameters. The mean
and variance are calculated from (2.6) and (2.7). 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. If we define a new process (Zt)t∈I(A,B,C,D)
through
Zt =
2
√
t√
1− qYt,(2.22)
then (Zt) is Markov and, for s < t, satisfies
E(Zt|Fs) = (A+B)(t− s)√
1− q(1−ABs) +
1−ABt
1−ABsZs
so that (
AB
√
1− qZt − (A+B)
1−ABt ,Ft
)
is a martingale. Moreover,
Var(Zt|Fs) = (t− s)(1−ABt)
(1−ABs)2(1− qABs)
× (1 +A2s−A
√
1− qZs)(1 +B2s−B
√
1− qZs).
For the double conditioning with respect to the past and future jointly, it
follows that (Zt) satisfies quadratic harness conditions; for s < t < u,
E(Zt|Fs,u) = u− t
u− sZs +
t− s
u− sZu(2.23)
and
Var(Zt|Fs,u) = (u− t)(t− s)
u− qs
(
1− (1− q)(uZs − sZu)(Zu −Zs)
(u− s)2
)
,(2.24)
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which correspond to the q-Brownian motion (see [10], Theorem 4.1). Here,
(Zt) is defined only on a possibly-bounded time domain I(A,B,C,D), and
the covariance is different than in [10]; for s < t,
Cov(Zs,Zt) =
(1−AC)(1−AD)(1−BC)(1−BD)
(1−ABCD)2(1− qABCD)
(2.25)
× (s−CD)(1−ABt).
(The law of Zt will differ from the q-Gaussian law if |A|+ |B|+ |C|+ |D|> 0.)
The covariance is adjusted by a suitable deterministic time change. Con-
sider a Mo¨bius transformation
h(x) =
x−CD
1−ABx,(2.26)
which for ABCD< 1 is an increasing function with the inverse,
T (t) =
t+CD
1 +ABt
.(2.27)
Note that J = J(A,B,C,D) = h(I(A,B,C,D)). For t ∈ J(A,B,C,D), define
Xt :=Xt;A,B,C,D,q
=
ZT (t) − E(ZT (t))
1− T (t)AB ×
(1−ABCD)√1− qABCD√
(1−AC)(1−BC)(1−AD)(1−BD)(2.28)
=
√
1− q(1 +ABt)ZT (t) − (A+B)t− (C +D)√
(1− q)(1−AC)(1−AD)(1−BC)(1−BD)
√
1− qABCD.
A calculation shows that (Xt)t∈J has unconditional and conditional mo-
ments as claimed: formula (1.1) is a consequence of (2.25), and (1.2) follows
from (2.23). A much longer calculation shows that (2.24) translates into
(1.3) with parameters (1.5)–(1.9). 
3. Construction in the general case. Next, we tackle the issue of extend-
ing the quadratic harness from Proposition 2.1 to a larger time interval. The
main technical difficulty is that such processes may have a discrete compo-
nent in their distributions. The construction is based on the Askey–Wilson
distribution [4], (2.9), with slight correction as in [30], (2.5).
The basic plan of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the same as that of the proof
of Proposition 2.1: we define auxiliary Markov process (Yt)t∈I through a fam-
ily of Askey–Wilson distributions that satisfy the Chapman–Kolmogorov
equations. Then we use formulas (2.22) and (2.28) to define (Xt). The main
difference is that due to an overwhelming number of cases that arise with
mixed-type distributions, we use orthogonal polynomials to deduce all prop-
erties we need. (A similar approach was used in [9].)
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3.1. The Askey–Wilson law. The Askey–Wilson distribution ν(dx;a, b, c, d)
is the (probabilistic) orthogonality measure of the Askey–Wilson polyno-
mials {w˜n} as defined in (1.16). Therefore it does not depend on the or-
der of parameters a, b, c, d. Since {A˜n}, {B˜n} and {C˜n} are bounded se-
quences, ν(dx;a, b, c, d) is unique and compactly supported [17], Theorems
2.5.4 and 2.5.5. If |a|, |b|, |c|, |d|< 1, this is an absolutely continuous measure
with density (2.4). For other values of parameters, ν(dx;a, b, c, d) may have
a discrete component or be purely discrete as in (4.1).
In general, it is quite difficult to give explicit conditions for the existence
of the Askey–Wilson distribution ν(dx;a, b, c, d) in terms of a, b, c, d. To find
sufficient conditions, we will be working with sequences {Ak}, and {Ck}
defined by (1.17) and (1.18). Since A˜k−1C˜k = Ak−1Ck, by Theorem A.1,
measure ν(dx;a, b, c, d) exists for all a, b, c, d such that sequences {Ak}, {Ck}
are real, and (A.1) holds. If a, b, c, d are either real or come in complex
conjugate pairs and (1.19) holds, then Ak > 0 and Ck ∈ R for all k. So in
this case condition, (A.1) becomes
n∏
k=1
Ck ≥ 0 for all n≥ 1.(3.1)
A simple sufficient condition for (3.1) is that in addition to (1.19) we have
bc, qbc, bd, qbd, cd, qcd ∈C \ [1,∞).(3.2)
Under this condition, if a, b, c, d are either real or come in complex conjugate
pairs, then the corresponding measure of orthogonality ν(dx;a, b, c, d) exists.
Unfortunately, this simple condition is not general enough for our purposes;
we need to allow also Askey–Wilson laws with finite support as in [3]. In
fact, such laws describe transitions of the Markov process in the atomic part.
We now state conditions that cover all the cases needed in this paper. Let
m1 =m1(a, b, c, d) denote the number of the products ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd that
fall into subset [1,∞) of complex plane, and let m2 =m2(a, b, c, d) denote
the number of the products qab, qac, qad, qbc, qbd, qcd that fall into [1,∞).
(For m1 = 0, measure ν is described in [29].)
Lemma 3.1. Assume that a, b, c, d are either real or come in complex
conjugate pairs and that abcd < 1, qabcd < 1. Then the Askey–Wilson dis-
tribution ν exists only in the following cases:
(i) If q ≥ 0 and m1 = 0, then ν(dx;a, b, c, d) exists and has a continuous
component.
(ii) If q < 0 and m1 =m2 = 0, then ν(dx;a, b, c, d) exists and has a con-
tinuous component.
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(iii) If q ≥ 0 and m1 = 2, then a, b, c, d ∈R. In this case, ν(dx;a, b, c, d) is
well defined if either q = 0 or the smaller of the two products that fall into
[1,∞) is of the form 1/qN , and in this latter case ν(dx;a, b, c, d) is a purely
discrete measure with N +1 atoms.
(iv) If q < 0 and m1 = 2, m2 = 0 then a, b, c, d ∈R. In this case, ν(dx;a, b,
c, d) is well defined if the smaller of the two products in [1,∞) equals 1/qN
with even N . Then ν(dx;a, b, c, d) is a purely discrete measure with N + 1
atoms.
(v) If q < 0, m1 = 0 and m2 = 2, then a, b, c, d ∈R. In this case, ν(dx;a, b,
c, d) is well defined if the smaller of the two products in [1,∞) equals 1/qN
with even N . Then ν(dx;a, b, c, d) is a purely discrete measure with N + 2
atoms.
Proof. We first note that in order for ν to exist when q ≥ 0, we must
have either mi = 0 or mi = 2, i = 1,2. This is an elementary observation
based on the positivity of A0C1 and A1C2 [see (1.17), (1.18)].
Similar considerations show that if q < 0 and m1m2 > 0, then (A.1) fails,
and ν(dx;a, b, c, d) does not exist. Furthermore, there are only three possible
choices: (m1,m2) = (0,0), (0,2), (2,0).
If m2 > 0, then in cases (iii) and (iv), the product
∏n
k=1Ak−1Ck > 0 for
n < N and is zero for n ≥ N + 1. In case (v), ∏nk=1Ak−1Ck = 0 for all
n≥N +2. 
According to Askey and Wilson [4] the orthogonality law is
ν(dx;a, b, c, d) = f(x;a, b, c, d)1|x|≤1 +
∑
x∈F (a,b,c,d)
p(x)δx.
Here F = F (a, b, c, d) is a finite or empty set of atoms. The density f is given
by (2.4). Note that f is sub-probabilistic for some choices of parameters. The
nonobvious fact that the total mass of ν is 1 follows from [4], (2.11), applied
to m= n= 0.
As pointed out by Stokman [29], condition (A.1) implies that if one of the
parameters a, b, c, d has modulus larger than one, then it must be real. When
m1 = 0, at most two of the four parameters a, b, c, d have modulus larger than
one. If there are two, then one is positive and the other is negative.
Each of the parameters a, b, c, d that has absolute value larger than one
gives rise to a set of atoms. For example, if a ∈ (−∞,−1)∪ (1,∞), then the
corresponding atoms are at
xj =
aqj + (aqj)−1
2
(3.3)
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with j ≥ 0 such that |qja| ≥ 1, and the corresponding probabilities are
p(x0) =
(a−2, bc, bd, cd)∞
(b/a, c/a, d/a, abcd)∞
,(3.4)
p(xj) = p(x0)
(a2, ab, ac, ad)j(1− a2q2j)
(q, qa/b, qa/c, qa/d)j(1− a2)
(
q
abcd
)j
, j ≥ 0.(3.5)
(This formula needs to be re-written in an equivalent form to cover the cases
when abcd = 0. It is convenient to count as an “atom” the case |qja| = 1
even though the corresponding probability is 0. Formula (3.5) incorporates
a correction to the typo in [4], (2.10), as in [18], Section 3.1.)
The continuous component is completely absent when K(a, b, c, d) = 0 [re-
call (2.5)]. Although under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 the univariate
distributions are never purely discrete, we still need to consider the case
K(a, b, c, d) = 0 as we need to allow transition probabilities of Markov pro-
cesses to be purely discrete.
We remark that if X has distribution ν(dx;a, b, c, d), then formulas for
E(X) and Var(X) from Proposition 2.2 hold now for all admissible choices
of parameters a, b, c, d, as these expressions can equivalently be derived from
the fact that the first two Askey–Wilson polynomials integrate to zero.
3.2. Construction of Markov process. Recall I = I(A,B,C,D; q) from
(1.21). As in Section 2, we first construct the auxiliary Markov process
(Yt)t∈I . We request that the univariate law πt of Yt is the Askey–Wilson
law
πt(dy) = ν
(
dy;A
√
t,B
√
t,
C√
t
,
D√
t
)
.(3.6)
In order to ensure that this univariate law exists, we use condition (3.2). This
condition is fulfilled when (1.4) holds and the admissible range of values of t
is the interval I from (1.21). [The endpoints (1.13) and (1.14) were computed
by applying Mo¨bius transformation (2.26) to the endpoints of I .]
For t ∈ I , let Ut be the support of πt(dy). Under the assumption (1.4),
this set can be described quite explicitly using the already mentioned results
of Askey–Wilson [4]: Ut is the union of [−1,1] and a finite or empty set Ft
of points that are of the form
xj(t) =
1
2
(
B
√
tqj +
1
B
√
tqj
)
or uj(t) =
1
2
(
Dqj√
t
+
√
t
Dqj
)
or(3.7)
yj(t) =
1
2
(
A
√
tqj +
1
A
√
tqj
)
or vj(t) =
1
2
(
Cqj√
t
+
√
t
Cqj
)
.(3.8)
There is, at most, a finite number of points of each type. However, not
all such atoms can occur simultaneously. All possibilities are listed in the
following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, without loss of
generality, assume |A| ≤ |B| and |C| ≤ |D|. Then the following atoms occur:
• Atoms uj(t) appear for D,C ∈R, and t ∈ I that satisfy t < D2; admissible
indexes j ≥ 0 satisfy D2q2j > t.
• Atoms vj(t) appear for D,C ∈R, and t ∈ I that satisfy t < C2; admissible
indexes j ≥ 0 satisfy C2q2j > t.
• Atoms xj(t) appear for A,B ∈R, and t ∈ I that satisfy t > 1/B2; admis-
sible indexes j ≥ 0 satisfy tB2q2j > 1.
• Atoms yj(t) appear for A,B ∈R, and t ∈ I that satisfy t > 1/A2; admis-
sible indexes j ≥ 0 satisfy tA2q2j > 1.
(The actual number of cases is much larger as in proofs one needs to
consider all nine possible choices for the end points of the time interval I .)
Next, we specify the transition probabilities of Yt.
Proposition 3.3. For s < t, s, t ∈ I and any real x ∈Us measures
Ps,t(x,dy) = ν
(
dy;A
√
t,B
√
t,
√
s
t
(x+
√
x2 − 1),
√
s
t
(x−
√
x2 − 1)
)
are well defined. Here, if |x| ≤ 1 we interpret x±√x2 − 1 as e±iθx = e±iarccos(x).
Proof. For x ∈ [−1,1], measures Ps,t(x,dy) are well defined as condi-
tions (1.19) and (3.2) hold. This covers all possibilities when (A,B) and
(C,D) are conjugate pairs or when |A|√s, |B|√s, |C|/√s, |D|/√s < 1, as
then Us = [−1,1].
It remains to consider x in the atomic part of πs(dx). Relabeling the
parameters if necessary, we may assume |A| ≤ |B| and |C| ≤ |D|. For each of
the cases listed in Lemma 3.2, we need to show that the choice of parameters
a = A
√
t, b = B
√
t, c =
√
s
t (x +
√
x2 − 1), d =√ st (x − √x2 − 1) leads to
nonnegative products
∏n
k=0AkCk+1 ≥ 0 [recall (1.17) and (1.18)]. We check
this by considering all possible cases for the endpoints of I and all admissible
choices of x from the atoms of measure πs. In the majority of these cases,
condition (3.2) holds, so, in fact, AkCk+1 > 0 for all k.
Here is one sample case that illustrates what kind of reasoning is involved
in the “simpler cases” where (3.2) holds and one example of a more compli-
cated case where (3.2) fails.
• Case CD< 0, AB < 0, q ≥ 0: in this case, A,B,C,D are real, I = (0,∞)
and assumption ABCD< 1 implies D2 < 1/B2. A number of cases arises
from Lemma 3.2, and we present only one of them.
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– Sub-case x= vj(s): then 0< s < C
2 and the Askey–Wilson parameters
of Ps,t(x;dy) are
a=A
√
t, b=B
√
t, c=
qjC√
t
, d=
s
Cqj
√
t
.
Thus
ab=ABt < 0< 1, ac=ACqj, ad=
As
Cqj
, bc= qjBC,
bd=
Bs
Cqj
, cd= s/t < 1
and
qab= qABt < 0< 1, qac=ACqj+1 <ACqj, qad=
As
Cqj−1
,
qbc= qj+1BC, qbd=
Bs
Cqj−1
, qcd= qs/t < 1.
Since s < C2q2j , this implies |ad|< |A|√s < 1 as s < C2 ≤D2 < 1/B2 ≤
1/A2. For the same reason, |bd|< 1. Of course, |qad|< |ad|< 1, |qbd|<
|bd|< 1.
Finally, since AC,qAC,BC, qBC < 1, we have ac, qac, bc, qbc < 1.
Thus by Lemma 3.1(i), Ps,t(x,dy) is well defined.
[We omit other elementary but lengthy sub-cases that lead to (3.2).]
• Case A,B,C,D ∈R, AB > 0, CD> 0: here I(A,B,C,D) = (CD,1/(AB))
is nonempty. Again a number of cases arises from Lemma 3.2, of which
we present only one.
– Sub-case x= xj(s): here 1/B
2 < s < t < 1/(AB) and B
√
s|qj| ≥ 1. Then
the Askey–Wilson parameters of Ps,t(x;dy) are
a=A
√
t, b=B
√
t, c=
sqjB√
t
, d=
1
qjB
√
t
.
Here, Lemmas 3.1(ii) or 3.1(iv) applies with m1 = 2 and m2 = 0 when
q ≥ 0 or j is even, and Lemma 3.1(v) applies with m1 = 0, m2 = 2 when
q < 0 and j is odd. To see this, we look at the two lists of pairwise
products.
ab=ABt< 1, ac=ABsqj < 1, ad=
A
Bqj
, bc= sqjB2,
bd= 1/qj , cd= s/t < 1
and
qab= qABt < 1, qac=ABsqj+1 < 1, qad=
A
Bqj−1
,
qbc= sqj+1B2, qbd= 1/qj−1, qcd= qs/t < 1.
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Since |A| ≤ |B| we see that 1/(AB)< 1/A2 so |A|< 1/√s and | A
Bqj
|<
√
s
|qjB| ≤ 1. This shows that ad < 1 and qad < 1.
It is clear that both bc, bd > 1 when q > 0 or j is even, and that qbc,
qbd > 1 when q < 0 and j is odd. Thus by Lemma 3.1, Ps,t(x,dy) is well
defined.
Other cases are handled similarly and are omitted. 
In the continuous case, pt(dy) = p(t, y)dy and Ps,t(x,dy) = p(s,x; t, y)dy
correspond to (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. We now extend Proposition
2.4 to a larger set of measures.
Proposition 3.4. The family of probability measures πt(dy) together
with the family of transition probabilities Ps,t(x,dy) defines a Markov process
(Yt)t∈I on
⋃
t∈I Ut. That is, Ps,t(x,dy) is defined for all x ∈Us. For any s < t
from I(A,B,C,D) and a Borel set V ⊂R,
πt(V ) =
∫
R
Ps,t(x,V )πs(dx)(3.9)
and for s < t < u from I,
Ps,u(x,V ) =
∫
Ut
Pt,u(y,V )Ps,t(x,dy) for all x ∈ Us.(3.10)
To prove this result we follow the same plan that we used in [9] and we
will use similar notation. We deduce all necessary information from the or-
thogonal polynomials. Consider two families of polynomials. The first family
is
pn(x; t) = t
n/2w¯n(x;a, b, c, d)
with w¯n defined by (1.20) and
a=A
√
t, b=B
√
t, c=C/
√
t, d=D/
√
t.(3.11)
The second family is
Qn(y;x, t, s) = t
n/2w¯n(y;a, b, c˜, d˜),(3.12)
where a, b are in (3.11), and
c˜=
√
s
t
(x+
√
x2 − 1), d˜=
√
s
t
(x−
√
x2 − 1).(3.13)
As real multiples of the corresponding Askey–Wilson polynomials w˜n,
polynomials {pn} are orthogonal with respect to πt(dx), and polynomials
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{Qn} are orthogonal with respect to Ps,t(x,dy) when x ∈ Us. It may be in-
teresting to note that if x is in the atomic part of Us and a, b from (3.11)
satisfy ab < 1< b, then the family {Qn} corresponds to a finitely-supported
measure. As explained in Theorem A.1 we still have the infinite family of
polynomials {Qn} in this case. This is important to us as we use this infi-
nite family to infer the Chapman–Kolmogorov equations and the martingale
property of the infinite family {pn}.
The following algebraic identity is crucial for our proof.
Lemma 3.5. For n≥ 1,
Qn(y;x, t, s) =
n∑
k=1
bn,k(x, s)(pk(y; t)− pk(x; s)),(3.14)
where bn,k(x, s) does not depend on t for 1≤ k ≤ n, bn,n(x, s) does not depend
on x, and bn,n(x, s) 6= 0.
Proof. When |A| + |B| 6= 0, due to symmetry, we may assume that
A 6= 0. From Theorem A.2, with parameters (3.11) and (3.13), we get
Qn(y;x, t, s) =
n∑
k=0
bn,kpk(y; t),(3.15)
where bn,k = t
(n−k)/2c¯k,n is given by (A.8). Coefficients bn,k do not depend
on t as t(n−k)/2/an−k =Ak−n, and t cancels out in all other entries on the
right-hand side of (A.7):
abc˜d˜=ABs, abcd=ABCD,
ac˜=A
√
s(x+
√
x2 − 1), ac=AC,
ad˜=A
√
s(x−
√
x2 − 1), ad=AD.
We also see that
bn,n(x, s) = (−1)nqn(n+1)/2 (q
−n, qn−1ABs)n
(q, qn−1ABCD)n
does not depend on x. Using (2.2) we get
bn,n(x, s) =
(qn−1ABs)n
(qn−1ABCD)n
,
which is nonzero also when q = 0.
The case A = B = 0 is handled similarly, based on (A.9). In this case
bn,n(x, s) = 1.
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Next we use (3.12) to show that Qn(x;x, s, s) = 0 for n≥ 1. We observe
that (1.20) used for parameters (3.11) and (3.13) gives Q1(x;x, s, s) = 0
as B0 = a + 1/a − A0/a − C0a = 2x when t = s, and Q2(x;x, s, s) = 0 as
C¯1(a, b, c˜, d˜) = 0 when t= s. So (1.20) implies that Qn(x;x, s, s) = 0 for all
n≥ 1, and (3.15) implies
n∑
k=0
bn,k(x, s)pk(x; s) = 0.
Subtracting this identity from (3.15) we get (3.14). 
We also need the following generalization of the projection formula [21].
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that A,B,C,D satisfy the assumptions in
Theorem 1.1. For x∈ Us,∫
R
pn(y; t)Ps,t(x,dy) = pn(x; s).(3.16)
Proof. Since x ∈ Us, from Proposition 3.3, measures Ps,t(x,dy) are well
defined. The formula holds true for n = 0. Suppose it holds true for some
n≥ 0. By induction assumption and orthogonality of polynomials {Qn},
0 =
∫
R
Qn+1(y;x, t, s)Ps,t(x,dy)
= bn+1,n+1(x, s)
∫
R
(pn+1(y; t)− pn+1(x; s))Ps,t(x,dy)
= bn+1,n+1(x, s)
(∫
R
pn+1(y; t)Ps,t(x,dy)− pn+1(x; s)
)
.

Proof of Proposition 3.4. This proof follows the scheme of the proof
of [9], Proposition 2.5. To prove (3.9), let µ(V ) =
∫
R
Ps,t(x,V )πs(dx), and
note that by orthogonality,
∫
R
pn(x; s)πs(dx) = 0 for all n ≥ 1. Then from
(3.16), ∫
R
pn(y; t)µ(dy) =
∫
R
(∫
R
pn(y; t)Ps,t(x,dy)
)
πs(dx)
=
∫
R
pn(x; s)πs(dx) = 0.
Since
∫
R
pn(y; t)πt(dy) = 0, this shows that all moments of µ(dy) and πt(dy)
are the same. By the uniqueness of the moment problem for compactly
supported measures, µ(dy) = πt(dy), as claimed.
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To prove (3.10), we first note that for x ∈ Us, Ps,t(x,Ut) = 1; this can be
seen by analyzing the locations of atoms, which arise either from the values
of A
√
t or B
√
t > 1 or from x being one of the atoms of Us. [Alternatively,
use (3.9).]
Fix x ∈ Us and let µ(V ) =
∫
Ut
Pt,u(y,V )Ps,t(x,dy). Then, by (3.15) for
n≥ 1 and (3.16) used twice,∫
R
Qn(z;x,u, s)µ(dz)
=
∫
Ut
∫
R
n∑
k=1
bn,k(x, s)(pk(z;u)− pk(x; s))Pt,u(y, dz)Ps,t(x,dy)
=
∫
Ut
n∑
k=1
bn,k(x, s)(pk(y; t)− pk(x; s))Ps,t(x,dy)
=
∫
R
n∑
k=1
bn,k(x, s)(pk(y; t)− pk(x; s))Ps,t(x,dy) = 0.
Thus the moments of µ and Ps,u(x,dz) are equal which, by the method of
moments, ends the proof. 
3.3. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If A,B,C,D satisfy the assumptions in The-
orem 1.1, by Proposition 3.4, there exists a Markov process (Yt) with or-
thogonal polynomials {pn(x; t)}. From (3.16) we see that {pn(x; t)} are also
martingale polynomials for (Yt). With Zt defined by (2.22), polynomials
rn(x; t) inherit the martingale property as rn(Zt; t) = pn(Yt; t). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The fact that time interval J is well de-
fined and nondegenerate has been shown in Remark 1.4. From Proposition
3.4, we already have the Markov process (Yt) with Askey–Wilson transition
probabilities. Thus the mean and covariance are (2.14) and (2.16). Formulas
(2.22) and (2.28) will therefore give us the process (Xt)t∈J with the correct
covariance.
It remains to verify asserted properties of conditional moments. Again
transformation (2.28) will imply (1.3), provided (Zt) satisfies (2.24). For the
proof of the latter we use orthogonal martingale polynomials (1.22). Our
proof is closely related to [8], Theorem 2.3. We begin by writing the three
step recurrence as
xrn(x; t) = (αnt+ βn)rn+1(x; t) + (γnt+ δn)rn(x; t) + (εnt+ ϕn)rn−1(x; t),
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which amounts to decomposing the Jacobi matrix Jt of {rn(x; t)} as tx+y.
From (1.20) with a=A
√
t, b=B
√
t, c=C/
√
t and d=D/
√
t, we read out
the coefficients:
αn =−ABqnβn,
βn =
1−ABCDqn−1√
1− q(1−ABCDq2n)(1−ABCDq2n−1) ,
εn =
(1− qn)(1−ACqn−1)(1−ADqn−1)(1−BCqn−1)(1−BDqn−1)√
1− q(1−ABCDq2n−2)(1−ABCDq2n−1) ,
ϕn =−CDqn−1εn,
γn =
A√
1− q −
αn
A
(1−ACqn)(1−ADqn)− Aεn
(1−ACqn−1)(1−ADqn−1) ,
δn =
1
A
√
1− q −
βn
A
(1−ACqn)(1−ADqn)− Aϕn
(1−ACqn−1)(1−ADqn−1) .
We note that the expressions for γn, δn after simplification
1 are well de-
fined also for A= 0. Moreover, by continuity α0, β0, γ0, δ0, ε0 = 0, ϕ0 = 0 are
defined also at q = 0.
A calculation verifies the q-commutation equation [x,y]q = I for the two
components of the Jacobi matrix. In terms of the coefficients this amounts
to verification that the expressions above satisfy for n≥ 1:
αnβn−1 = qαn−1βn,(3.17)
βnγn+1 +αnδn = q(βnγn + αnδn+1),(3.18)
γnδn + βnεn+1 + αn−1ϕn = q(γnδn + βn−1εn + αnϕn+1) + 1,(3.19)
δnεn + γn−1ϕn = q(δn−1εn + γnϕn),(3.20)
εnϕn+1 = qεn+1ϕn.(3.21)
For a similar calculation see [32], Section 4.2. A more general q-commutation
equation [x,y]q = I+ θx+ ηy+ τx
2 + σy2 appears in [8], (2.22)–(2.26).
For compactly supported measures, conditional moments can be now read
out from the properties of the Jacobi matrices; formula (1.2) follows from
Jt = tx+y, and formula (1.3) follows from [x,y]q = I. This can be seen from
the proof of [8], Lemma 3.4, but for reader’s convenience we include some
details.
Denote by r(x; t) = [r0(x; t), r1(x; t), . . .]. Then the three-step recurrence
is xr(x; t) = r(x; t)Jt, and the martingale polynomial property from The-
orem 1.2 says that E(r(Xu;u)|Ft) = r(Xt; t). (Here we take all operations
componentwise.)
1γn = q
n AB(q+1)((A+B)CD+(C+D)q)q
n−ABCD(AB(C+D)+(A+B)q)q2n−(AB(C+D)+(A+B)q)q√
1−q(q2−ABCDq2n)(ABCDq2n−1) .
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To verify (1.2) for compactly supported measures it suffices to verify that
E(Xtr(Xu;u)|Fs) = u− t
u− sE(Xsr(Xu;u)|Fs) +
t− s
u− sE(Xur(Xu;u)|Fs).
Using martingale property and the three-step recurrence, this is equivalent
to
r(Xs; s)Jt = r(Xs; s)
(
u− t
u− sJs +
t− s
u− sJu
)
,
which holds true as
Jt =
u− t
u− sJs +
t− s
u− sJu
for linear expressions in t.
To verify (2.24) we write it as
E(Z2t |Fs,u) =
(u− t)(u− qt)Z2s
(u− s)(u− qs) +
(q +1)(t− s)(u− t)ZuZs
(u− s)(u− qs)
(3.22)
+
(t− s)(t− qs)Z2u
(u− s)(u− qs) +
(t− s)(u− t)
u− qs .
For compactly supported laws, it suffices therefore to verify that
E(Z2t r(Xu;u)|Fs)
=
(u− t)(u− qt)
(u− s)(u− qs)E(Z
2
s r(Xu;u)|Fs)
(3.23)
+
(q +1)(t− s)(u− t)
(u− s)(u− qs) E(ZuZsr(Xu;u)|Fs)
+
(t− s)(t− qs)
(u− s)(u− qs) +
(t− s)(u− t)
u− qs E(Z
2
ur(Xu;u)|Fs).
Again, we can write this using the Jacobi matrices and martingale prop-
erty as
r(Xs; s)J
2
t = r(Xs; s)
(
(u− t)(u− qt)
(u− s)(u− qs)J
2
s
+
(q +1)(t− s)(u− t)
(u− s)(u− qs) JsJu +
(t− s)(t− qs)
(u− s)(u− qs)J
2
u
)
(3.24)
+
(t− s)(u− t)
u− qs r(Xs; s).
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A calculation shows that for Jt = tx + y, the q-commutation equation
[x,y]q = I is equivalent to
J2t =
(u− t)(u− qt)
(u− s)(u− qs)J
2
s +
(q +1)(t− s)(u− t)
(u− s)(u− qs) JsJu
(3.25)
+
(t− s)(t− qs)
(u− s)(u− qs)J
2
u +
(t− s)(u− t)
u− qs I,
so (3.24) holds.
Uniqueness of (Xt) follows from the fact that by [8], Theorem 4.1, each
such process has orthogonal martingale polynomials; from martingale prop-
erty (3.16) all joint moments are determined uniquely and correspond to
finite-dimensional distributions with compactly supported marginals. 
We remark that the following version of Propositions 2.6 and 4.5 would
shorten the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Conjecture 3.1. Let (Yt)t∈I be the Markov process from Proposition
3.4. Then for any s < t < u from I(A,B,C,D), the conditional distribution
of Yt given Fs,u is
ν
(
y;
z
√
t√
u
,
√
t
z
√
u
,
x
√
s√
t
,
√
s
x
√
t
)
.(3.26)
(Here, x= Ys +
√
Y 2s − 1, z = Yu+
√
Y 2u − 1.)
4. Purely discrete case. Assumption (1.4) arises from the positivity con-
dition (A.1) for the Askey–Wilson recurrence for which it is difficult to give
general explicit conditions. The following result exhibits additional quadratic
harnesses when condition (1.4) is not satisfied.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose q,A,B,C,D > 0 and ABCD < 1. Suppose
that there are exactly two numbers among the four products AC, AD, BC,
BD that are larger than one, and that the smaller of the two, say AD, is
of the form 1/qN for some integer N ≥ 0. If AqN > 1, then there exists a
Markov process (Xt)t∈(0,∞) with discrete univariate distributions supported
on N +1 points such that (1.1) (1.2) hold, and (1.3) holds with parameters
η, θ, σ, τ, γ given by (1.5) through (1.9).
After re-labeling the parameters, without loss of generality for the re-
minder of this section, we will assume that 0<A<B, 0<C <D, AC < 1,
BC < 1, AD= 1/qN , so that BD> 1/qN .
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4.1. Discrete Askey–Wilson distribution. The discrete Askey–Wilson dis-
tribution ν(dx;a, b, c, d) arises in several situations, including the case de-
scribed in Lemma 3.1(iii). This distribution was studied in detail by Askey
and Wilson [3] and was summarized in [4].
Here we consider parameters a, b, c, d > 0 and 0 < q < 1 such that ad =
1/qN and
qNa > 1, qN/(bc)> 1, ac < 1,
qNa/b > 1, qNa/c > 1, qNab > 1.
Note that this implies abcd < 1 and
ad= 1/qN > 1, ac < 1, bc < 1, bd < 1, cd < 1,
ab > 1/qN ,
so from Lemma 3.1(iii), the Askey–Wilson law ν(dx;a, b, c, d) = ν(dx;a, b, c,
1/(aqN )) is well defined and depends on parameters a, b, c, q,N only and is
supported on N +1 points,
{xk = (qka+ q−ka−1)/2 :k = 0, . . . ,N}.
According to [3], the Askey–Wilson law assigns to xk the probability pk,N(a, b,
c) = pk(a, b, c,1/(q
Na)) [recall (3.5)]. The formula simplifies to
pk,N(a, b, c)
=
[
N
k
]
(qk+1a/b, qk+1a/c)N−k(ab, ac)k(1− q2ka2)qk(k+1)/2
(qka2)N+1(q/(bc))N (−bc)k ,(4.1)
k = 0, . . . ,N.
Here
[
N
k
]
= (q)N(q)k(q)N−k denotes the q-binomial coefficient.
We remark that if X is a random variable distributed according to ν(dx;a,
b, c, 1/(aqN )), then E(X) and Var(X) are given by formulas (2.6) and (2.7)
with d = 1/(qNa), respectively. This can be seen by a discrete version of
the calculations from the proof of Proposition 2.2; alternatively, one can use
the fact that the first two Askey–Wilson polynomials, w¯1(X) and w¯2(X),
integrate to zero.
The discrete version of Proposition 2.3 says that with d= 1/(maqN ),
ν(U ;a, b, cm,md)
=
∫
ν(U ;a, b,m(x+
√
x2 − 1),m(x−
√
x2 − 1))(4.2)
× ν(dx;ma,mb, c, d)
and takes the following form.
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Lemma 4.2. For any m ∈ (0,1) and any j = 0,1, . . . ,N ,
pj,N(a, b,mc) =
N∑
k=j
pj,k(a, b, q
km2a)pk,N(ma,mb, c).(4.3)
Proof. Expanding the right-hand side of (4.3) we have
N∑
k=j
[
k
j
]
(qj+1a/b, q/(qk−jm2))k−j
(qja2)k+1
(ab, qkm2a2)j
(q/(qkm2ab))k
(1− q2ja2)qj(j+1)/2
(−qkm2ab)j
×
[
N
k
]
(qk+1a/b, qk+1ma/c)N−k
(qkm2a2)N+1
(m2ab,mac)k
(q/(mbc))N
(1− q2km2a2)qk(k+1)/2
(−mbc)k
=
[
N
j
]
(qj+1a/b, qj+1a/(mc))N−j(ab,mac)j(1− a2q2j)qj(j+1)/2
(qja2)N+1(q/(mbc))N (−mbc)j
×
N∑
k=j
[
N − j
k− j
]((
qk+1ma
c
, qk+1a2
)
N−k
(m2)k−j(4.4)
× (mqjac)k−j(1− q2km2a2)q(k−j)(k−j+1)/2
)
×
(
(qk+jm2a2)N−j+1
(
qj+1a
mc
)
N−j
(
−mc
qja
)k−j)−1
.
Here we used identities (2.1) and (2.2). The first one for: (i) α= qj+1a/b,
M = k − j and L = N − k; (ii) α = qkm2a2, M = j, L = N − j + 1; (iii)
α = qja2, M = k + 1, L = N − k. The second one for: (i) α = m2ab and
M = k; (ii) α=m2 and M = k− j.
We transform the sum in (4.4) introducing K = k − j, L = N − j, α =
mqja, β = m
qja
and γ = c. Then by (4.1) we get
L∑
K=0
[
L
K
]
(qK+1α/γ, qK+1α/β)L−K(αβ)K(αγ)K
(qKα2)L+1(q/(βγ))L
(1− q2Kα2)qK(K+1)/2
(−βγ)K = 1.
Now the result follows since the first part of the expression at the right-hand
side of (4.4) is the desired probability mass function. 
4.2. Markov processes with discrete Askey–Wilson laws. We now choose
the parameters as in Proposition 4.1: 0 < A < B, 0 < C < D = 1/(AqN ),
ABCD< 1, BC < 1, and choose the time interval I = (C(qNA)−1, (AB)−1)
from (1.21). For any t ∈ I , define the discrete distribution πt(dx) =∑N
k=0 πt(yk(t))δyk(t)(dx) by choosing the support from (3.8) with weights
πt(yk(t)) = pk,N(At
1/2,Bt1/2,Ct−1/2).(4.5)
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Clearly, the support of πs is Us = {y0(s), y1(s), . . . , yN (s)}.
Also for any s, t ∈ I , s < t and for any k ∈ {0,1, . . . ,N}, define the discrete
Askey–Wilson distribution Ps,t(yk(s), dy) =
∑k
j=0Ps,t,yk(s)δyj(t)(dy) by
Ps,t,yk(s)(yj(t)) = pj,k(At
1/2,Bt1/2, qkAst−1/2).(4.6)
Thus Ps,t(x,dy) is defined only for x from the support of πs. Next, we
give the discrete version of Proposition 2.4.
Proposition 4.3. The family of distributions (πt, Ps,t(x,dy)), s, t ∈ I,
s < t, k ∈ {0,1, . . . ,N} defines a Markov process (Yt)t∈I with trajectories
contained in the set of functions {(yk(t))t∈I , k = 0,1, . . . ,N}.
Proof. We need to check the Chapman–Kolmogorov conditions. Note
that for any s < t and any k the support of the measure Ps,t,yk(s) is a subset
of the support Ut of the measures πt. First we check
πt(yj(t)) =
N∑
k=j
Ps,t,k(yj(t))πs(yk(s)),(4.7)
which can be written as
pj,N(At
1/2,Bt1/2,Ct−1/2)
=
N∑
k=j
pj,k(At
1/2,Bt1/2, qkAst−1/2)pk,N (As1/2,Bs1/2,Cs−1/2).
Now (4.7) follows from (4.3) with a = At1/2, b = Bt1/2, c = Cs−1/2 and
m= (s/t)1/2.
Similarly, the condition
Ps,u,uk(s)(ui(u)) =
i∑
j=k
Pt,u,uj(t)(ui(u))Ps,t,uk(s)(uj(t)),(4.8)
assumes the form
pi,k(Au
1/2,Bu1/2, qkAsu−1/2)
=
i∑
j=k
pi,j(Au
1/2,Bu1/2, qjAtu−1/2)pj,k(At1/2,Bt1/2, qkAst−1/2).
Therefore (4.8) follows from (4.3) with (j, k,N)→ (i, j, k), a = Au1/2, b =
Bu1/2, c= qkAst−1/2 and m= (t/u)1/2 . 
Let (Yt)t∈I be a Markov process defined by the above Markov family (πt,
Ps,t,yk(s)).
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Note that at the end-points of I , YC/(qNA) is degenerate at
1+ACqN
2(qNAC)1/2
,
and Y1/(AB) is degenerate at
A+B
2(AB)1/2
[compare Proposition 6.1(i)].
Expressions for conditional expectations and conditional variances are
exactly the same as in the absolutely continuous case with D= q−NA−1.
Proposition 4.4. For the process (Yt)t∈I defined above,
E(Yt) =
(1− qN )A(Bt+C)− (1− qNA2t)(1−BC)
2At1/2(BC − qN ) ,
Cov(Ys, Yt) = (1− q)(1− qN )(1−AC)(1−BC)(qNA−B)(qNAs−C)
× (1−ABt)(4q(st)1/2(BC − qN )2(BC − qN−1))−1,
Var(Yt) =
(1−AC)(1−BC)(1− qN )(1− q)(1−ABt)(C − qNAt)
4qAt(BC − qN )2(BC − qN−1) .
Proof. The result follows from the fact that the marginal and condi-
tional distributions of the process (Yt)t∈I are finite Askey–Wilson. Therefore
one can apply formulas (2.6) and (2.7). The covariance is derived through
conditioning E(YsYt) = E(YsE(Yt|Fs)). 
Since we are interested in the harness properties, we want to find the
conditional distributions of the process with conditioning with respect to the
past and the future, jointly. The following result says that the conditional
distribution of Yt given the (admissible) values Ys = x,Yu = z is the discrete
Askey–Wilson distribution ν(dy;a, b, c, d) with parameters
a=
√
t
u
(z +
√
z2 − 1), b=
√
t
u
(z −
√
z2 − 1),
c=
√
s
t
(x+
√
x2 − 1), d=
√
s
t
(x−
√
x2 − 1)
(compare Proposition 2.6). Using notation (4.1), this formula takes the fol-
lowing, more concise, form.
Proposition 4.5. Let (Yt)t∈I be the Markov process defined by (πt,
Ps,t,yk(s)) given by (4.5) and (4.6) with parameters A,B,C, q,N . Then for
any s, t, u ∈ I such that s < t < u, the conditional distribution of Yt given
Fs,u is defined by the discrete Askey–Wilson distribution
P (Yt = yj(t)|Ys = yk(s), Yu = yi(u)) = pj−i,k−i
(
qiAt1/2,
t1/2
qiAu
,
qkAs
t1/2
)
.
The expressions for the first two conditional moments are the same as in
the absolutely continuous case with D = q−NA−1.
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Proof. Due to the Markov property of the process (Yt)t∈I , to deter-
mine the conditional distribution of Yt given Fs,u, it suffices to find P (Yt =
yj(t)|Ys = yk(s), Yu = yi(u)) for any i, j, k ∈ {0,1, . . . ,N} such that i≤ j ≤ k.
Also the Markov property implies that this probability can be expressed in
terms of conditional probabilities with respect to the past as
p(j|k, i) = P (Yt = yj(t)|Ys = yk(s), Yu = yi(u))
=
P (Yu = yi(u)|Yt = yj(t))P (Yt = yj(t)|Ys = yk(s))
P (Yu = yi(u)|Ys = yk(s))
=
pi,j(Au
1/2,Bu1/2, qjAtu−1/2)pj,k(At1/2,Bt1/2, qkAst−1/2)
pi,k(Au1/2,Bu1/2, qkAsu−1/2)
.
Expanding the expression for the probability mass functions according to
(4.1) we get
p(j|k, i) =
[
j
i
]
(qi+1A/B, qu/(tqj−i)j−i
(qiA2u)j+1
(ABu, qjA2t)i
(q/(qjABt))j
× (1− q
2iA2u)qi(i+1)/2
(−qjABt)i
×
[
k
j
]
(qj+1A/B, qt/(sqk−j)k−j
(qjA2t)k+1
(ABt, qkA2s)j
(q/(qkABs))k
× (1− q
2jA2t)qj(j+1)/2
(−qkABs)j
×
([
k
i
]
(qi+1A/B, qu/(sqk−i)k−i
(qiA2u)k+1
× (ABu, q
kA2s)i
(q/(qkABs))k
(1− q2iA2u)qi(i+1)/2
(−qkABs)i
)−1
.
This can be reduced in several steps. The q-binomial symbols reduce, as
in the classical (q = 1) case to
[
k−i
j−i
]
. Then we apply (2.1) in the following
situations: (i) α = q
i+1A
B , M = j − i, L = k − j; (ii) α = qiA2u, M = j + 1,
L = k − j; (iii) α = qjA2t, M = i, L = k − i + 1; (iv) α = qkA2s, M = i,
L= j− i. Also we apply (2.2) for (i) α= ut , M = j− i; (ii) α=ABt, M = j.
Thus
p(j|k, i) =
[
k− i
j − i
](
qt/s
qk−j
, qi+j+1A2u
)
k−j
×
(
t
u
, qk+iA2s
)
j−i
(1− q2jA2t)q(j−i)(j−i+1)/2
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×
(
(qi+jA2t)k−i+1
(
q
qk−iu/s
)
k−i
(
−qk−i s
u
)j−i)−1
,
which, through comparison with the definition (4.1), is easily identified as
the distribution we sought. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since formulas (2.6) and (2.7) hold for all
Askey–Wilson distributions, from Proposition 4.5 we see that the conditional
moments and variances in the discrete case are also given by formulas from
Proposition 2.5. Therefore the transformed process,
Xt =
2(1 +ABt)T (t)1/2YT (t) − (A+B)t− (C +1/(qNA))√
(1− q)(1−AC)(1− q−N )(1−BC)(1−B/(qNA))
√
1− q−N+1BC,
t ∈ J , is a quadratic harness on J with θ, η, τ, σ, γ defined as in the general
case with D = q−NA−N . [Recall that T (t) is the Mo¨bius transformation
(2.27).] 
5. Some worked out examples. This section shows how Theorem 1.1 is
related to some previous constructions and how it yields new examples. From
examples that have been previously worked out in detail one can see that
the boundary of the range of parameters is not covered by Theorem 1.1; in
particular it does not cover at all the family of five Meixner Le´vy processes
characterized by the quadratic harness property in [33]. On the other hand,
sometimes new examples arise when processes run only on a subinterval of
(0,∞).
Theorem 1.1 gives L2-continuous processes on an open interval, so in
applications we extend them to the closure of the time domain.
5.1. q-Meixner processes. Theorem 1.1 allows us to extend [10], Theo-
rem 3.5, to negative τ . (The cases γ =±1 which are included in [10] are not
covered by Theorem 1.1.)
Corollary 5.1. Fix τ, θ ∈R and −1< γ < 1, and let
T0 =
{
0, if τ ≥ 0,
−τ/(1− γ), if τ < 0, γ ≥ 0,
−τ, if τ < 0, γ < 0.
Then there exists a Markov process (Xt) on [T0,∞) such that (1.1), (1.2)
hold, and (1.3) holds with parameters η = 0, σ = 0.
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Proof. Let q = γ, A= 0, B = 0, and
C =

−θ+√θ2− 4τ
2
√
1− q , θ
2 ≥ 4τ ,
−θ+ i√4τ − θ2
2
√
1− q , θ
2 < 4τ ,
D =

−θ−√θ2− 4τ
2
√
1− q , θ
2 ≥ 4τ ,
−θ− i√4τ − θ2
2
√
1− q , θ
2 < 4τ .
Then (1.4) holds trivially, so by Theorem 1.1 and L2-continuity, (Xt) is well
defined on J = [T0,∞). Straightforward calculation of the parameters from
(1.6), (1.8) and (1.9) ends the proof. 
When τ < 0, the univariate laws of Xt form the “sixth” family to be added
to the five cases from [10], Theorem 3.5. The orthogonal polynomials, with
respect to the law of Xt, satisfy the recurrence
xpn(x; t) = pn+1(x; t) + θ[n]qpn(x; t) + (t+ τ [n− 1]q)[n]qpn−1(x; t),
where [n]q = (1− qn)/(1− q). So the polynomials with respect to the stan-
dardized law of Xt/
√
t are
xp˜n(x; t) = p˜n+1(x; t) +
θ√
t
[n]qp˜n(x; t)
(5.1)
+
(
1 +
τ
t
[n− 1]q
)
[n]qp˜n−1(x; t).
The same law appears under the name q-Binomial law in [24] for param-
eters n=−t/τ ∈N, τ =−p(1− p) ∈ [−1/4,0). When q ≤ 0 and t= |τ |, this
law is a discrete law supported on two roots of p˜2 (see Theorem A.1).
A justification of relating this law to the Binomial can be given for q = 0.
In this case, recurrence (5.1) appears in [7], (3), with their a= θ√
t
and their
b= τt . By [7], Proposition 2.1, the law νt of
1√
τ
Xt is a free convolution
t
|τ | -
fold power of the two-point discrete law that corresponds to t=−τ . That is,
νt = ν
t/|τ |⊞
−τ ; in particular, at t=−nτ , Xt/
√
τ has the law that is the n-fold
free additive convolution of a centered and standardized two-point law.
5.2. Bi-Poisson processes. Next we deduce a version of [9], Theorem 1.2.
Here we again have to exclude the boundary cases γ =±1 as well as the case
1 + ηθ =max{γ,0}.
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Corollary 5.2. For −1< γ < 1, and 1+ ηθ >max{γ,0} there exists a
Markov process (Xt)t∈[0,∞) such that (1.1), (1.2) hold, and (1.3) holds with
σ = τ = 0.
Proof. Let A= 0, B =− η√
ηθ+1−q , C = 0, D=− θ√ηθ+1−q . Then BD=
ηθ
ηθ+1−q < 1. The condition qBD < 1 is also satisfied as we assume ηθ+1> 0
when q < 0. Thus (1.4) holds and we can apply Theorem 1.1. From formulas
(1.5) through (1.9); the quadratic harness has parameters η, θ, σ = 0, τ = 0, γ,
as claimed. 
5.3. Free harness. Next we indicate the range of parameters that guar-
antee existence of the processes described in [8], Proposition 4.3. Let
α=
η+ θσ
1− στ , β =
ητ + θ
1− στ .(5.2)
Corollary 5.3. For 0≤ στ < 1, γ =−στ , and η, θ with 2+ηθ+2στ ≥
0 and 1+αβ > 0, there exists a Markov process (Xt)t∈[0,∞) such that (1.1),
(1.2) and (1.3) hold.
Remark 5.1. When 2+ ηθ + 2στ < 0, two of the products in (1.4) are
in the “forbidden region” [1,∞), so Theorem 1.1 does not apply. However,
the univariate Askey–Wilson distributions are still well defined.
Proof of Corollary 5.3. Take q = 0, and let
A=−
α+ βσ−
√
−4σ+ (α− βσ)2
2
√
1 +αβ
,
B =−
α+ βσ+
√
−4σ+ (α− βσ)2
2
√
1 +αβ
,
C =−
β +ατ −
√
−4τ + (β − ατ)2
2
√
1 + αβ
,
D =−
β +ατ +
√
−4τ + (β − ατ)2
2
√
1 + αβ
.
To verify that AC /∈ [1,∞) we proceed as follows. Note that
A+B =− α+ σβ√
1 + αβ
,(5.3)
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C +D =− ατ + β√
1 + αβ
,(5.4)
A−B =
√
(α− σβ)2 − 4σ√
1 +αβ
,(5.5)
C −D =
√
(β − τα)2 − 4τ√
1 + αβ
.(5.6)
Multiplying (A+B)(C +D) and (A−B)(C −D) and using ABCD= στ ,
we get
AC +
στ
AC
−BC − στ
BC
=
√
(α− σβ)2 − 4σ
√
(β − τα)2 − 4τ
1 +αβ
and
AC +
στ
AC
+BC +
στ
BC
=
(α+ σβ)(ατ + β)
1 +αβ
.
This gives the following quadratic equation for AC:
AC +
στ
AC
=
(α+ σβ)(ατ + β) +
√
(α− σβ)2 − 4σ
√
(β − τα)2 − 4τ
2(1 +αβ)
.
(5.7)
We now note that a quadratic equation x + a/x = b with 0 < a < 1 and
complex b can have a root in [1,∞) only when b is real and b≥ 1 + a; this
follows from the fact that x+ a/x is increasing for x> a, so x+ a/x≥ 1+ a
for x≥ 1.
Suppose, therefore, that the right-hand side of (5.7) is real and larger than
1 + στ . Then calculations lead to
√
η2 − 4σ√θ2 − 4τ ≥ 2 + ηθ + 2στ . The
right-hand side is nonnegative by assumption, so squaring the inequality we
get (1 + αβ)(1− στ)2 ≤ 0 which contradicts the assumption.
Other cases with AD,BC,BD are handled similarly. Since ABCD= στ <
1 by assumption, by Theorem 1.1 the quadratic harness exists.
It remains to calculate the parameters. From AB = σ, CD = τ we see that
(1.7) and (1.8) give the correct values, and γ =−στ from (1.9). To compute
the remaining parameters, we re-write the expression under the square root
in the denominator of (1.5) as
(1−AC)(1−BC)(1−AD)(1−BD)
=
(
1 + στ −
(
AC +
στ
AC
))(
1 + στ −
(
BC +
στ
BC
))
.
This is the product of two conjugate expressions [see (5.7), and its deriva-
tion]. A calculation now simplifies the denominator of (1.5) to (1− στ)/√1 +αβ.
Inserting (5.3) and (5.4), the numerator of (1.5) simplifies to (α− βσ)(1− στ)/
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√
1 + αβ. The quotient of these two expressions is α− βσ = η. Similar cal-
culation verifies (1.6). 
5.4. Purely quadratic harness. The quadratic harness with parameters
η = θ = 0 and στ > 0 has not been previously constructed.
Corollary 5.4. For σ, τ > 0 with στ < 1 and −1< γ < 1−2√στ there
exists a Markov process (Xt)t∈[0,∞) such that (1.1), (1.2) hold, and (1.3)
holds with η = θ = 0.
Proof. Let
q =
4(γ + στ)
(1 + γ +
√
(1− γ)2 − 4στ )2
.
To see that −1< q < 1, note that for γ + στ 6= 0,
q =
1+ γ2 − 2στ − (1 + γ)
√
(1− γ)2 − 4στ
2(γ + στ)
,
which gives
q − 1 = −2
√
(1− γ)2 − 4στ
1 + γ +
√
(1− γ)2 − 4στ < 0(5.8)
and
q+1 =
2(1 + γ)
1 + γ +
√
(1− γ)2 − 4στ
> 0.(5.9)
Noting that (1− q)2 + 4qστ ≥ 4στ(1− στ)> 0, let
A=−B = i
√
2σ√
(1− q) +
√
(1− q)2 +4qστ
and
C =−D= i
√
2τ√
(1− q) +
√
(1− q)2 +4qστ
.
Since A,B,C,D are purely imaginary, we only need to verify condition BC <
1 which reads
q +2
√
στ − 1<
√
(1− q)2 +4qστ .(5.10)
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This is trivially true when q + 2
√
στ − 1< 0. If q + 2√στ − 1≥ 0, squaring
both sides we get 4(1− q)√στ > 4(1− q)στ , which holds true as q < 1 and
0<στ < 1.
Thus quadratic harness (Xt) exists by Theorem 1.1, and it remains to ver-
ify that its parameters are as claimed. A straightforward calculation shows
that (1.7) and (1.8) give the correct values of parameters. It remains to ver-
ify that formula (1.9) indeed gives the correct value of parameter γ. Since
this calculation is lengthy, we indicate major steps: we write (1.9) as (1.12),
and evaluate the right-hand side. Substituting values of A,B,C,D we get
(q − 1)(1 +ABCD)
1− qABCD =
(1− q)2 + (1 + q)
√
(1− q)2 + 4qστ
2q
.
Then we use formulas (5.8) and (5.9) to replace 1− q and 1 + q and note
that since γ < 1− 2√στ we have γ < 1− 2στ and√
(1− q)2 +4qστ = 2(1− γ − 2στ)
γ +
√
(1− γ)2 − 4στ +1 .
This eventually simplifies the right-hand side of (1.12) to γ−1, so both uses
of parameter γ are consistent, as claimed. 
6. Concluding observations. This section contains additional observa-
tions that may merit further study.
6.1. Bridge property. The following proposition lists combinations of pa-
rameters that create a “quadratic harness bridge” between either two-point
masses, or degenerated laws.
Proposition 6.1. Let (Zt)t∈I be the Markov process from Theorem 1.2.
Assume that AB 6= 0 so that (1.21) defines a bounded interval I = (S1, S2)
and extend Zt to the end-points of I by L2-continuity.
(i) If AB > 0, then ZS2 = (1/A + 1/B)/
√
1− q is deterministic; simi-
larly, if CD≥ 0, then ZS1 = (C +D)/
√
1− q.
(ii) If q ≤ 0 and CD < 0, then ZS1 takes only two-values. Similarly, if
q ≤ 0 and AB < 0, then ZS2 is a two-valued random variable.
(iii) If CD < 0 and q > 0, then Z0 is purely discrete with the following
law:
Pr
(
Z0 =
qkC√
1− q
)
=
(AD,BD)∞(AC,BC)k
(D/C,ABCD)∞(q, qC/D)k
qk, k ≥ 0,(6.1)
Pr
(
Z0 =
qkD√
1− q
)
=
(AC,BC)∞(AD,BD)k
(C/D,ABCD)∞(q, qD/C)k
qk, k ≥ 0.(6.2)
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Proof. We can derive the first two statements from moments which are
easier to compute for (Yt) instead of (Zt). In the first case, Var(Yt) = 0 at the
endpoints [see (2.15)]; in the second case E(w¯22(Yt)) = 0 at the end-points.
Alternatively, one can compute the limit of the Askey–Wilson law as in the
proof of part (iii).
For part (iii), without loss of generality, assume |A| ≤ |B| and |C| ≤ |D|.
Then the discrete part of Zs has atoms at{
1√
1− q
(
qjC +
s
Cqj
)
: j ≥ 0, q2jC2 > s
}
and {
1√
1− q
(
qjD+
s
Dqj
)
: j ≥ 0, q2jD2 > s
}
.
The probabilities can be computed from (3.5) with c=A
√
s, d=B
√
s and
either a = C/
√
s, b=D/
√
s for (6.1) or a =D/
√
s, b= C/
√
s for (6.2) and
converge to (6.1) and (6.2), respectively. To see that the limit distribution
is indeed discrete, we note that
∞∑
k=0
Pr
(
Z0 =
qkC√
1− q
)
+Pr
(
Z0 =
qkC√
1− q
)
=
(AD,BD)∞
(D/C,ABCD)∞
2ϕ1
(
AC,BC
qC/D
; q
)
+
(AC,BC)∞
(C/D,ABCD)∞
2ϕ1
(
AD,BD
qD/C
; q
)
= 1.
Here we use hypergeometric function notation
r+1ϕr
(
a1, a2, . . . , ar+1
b1, b2, . . . , br
; z
)
=
∞∑
k=0
(a1, a2, . . . , ar)k
(q, b1, . . . , br)k
zk.(6.3)
The identity that gives the final equality is [17], (12.2.21), used with a =
AC, b=BC, c= qC/D. 
6.2. Transformations that preserve quadratic harness property. The ba-
sic idea behind the transformation (2.28) is that if a covariance
E(ZtZs) = c0 + c1min{t, s}+ c2max{t, s}+ c3ts,(6.4)
factors as (s− α)(1− tβ) for s < t with αβ < 1, then it can be transformed
into min{t, s} by a deterministic time change and scaling.
This transformation is based on the following group action: if A=
[
a
c
b
d
]
∈
GL2(R) is invertible, then A acts on stochastic processes X = (Xt) by
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A(X) :=Y with Yt = (ct + d)XTA(t) where TA(t) = (at+ b)/(ct + d) is the
associated Mo¨bius transformation. It is easy to check that this is a (right)
group action: A(B(X)) = (B ×A)(X).
If E(ZtZs) = (s−α)(1− tβ) for s < t and αβ < 1, then X=A−1(Z) with
A=
[
1
−β
−α
1
]
has E(XtXs) = min{s, t}. The easiest way to see this is to note
that TA is increasing for αβ < 1, and by group property Z=A(X). So with
s < t, E(ZsZt) = (1− sβ)(1− tβ)E(XTA(s)XTA(t)) = (1− sβ)(1− tβ)TA(s) =
(s−α)(1− tβ).
It is clear that, at least locally, this group action preserves properties of
linearity of regression and of quadratic conditional variance. In fact, one can
verify that the general form of the covariance E(Xt,Xs) = c0+ c1min{t, s}+
c2max{t, s}+ c3ts is also preserved, and since this covariance corresponds
to (1.2), the latter is also preserved by the group action.
APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENT ON ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
A.1. General theory. A standard simplifying condition in the general
theory of orthogonal polynomials is that the orthogonality measure has in-
finite support. This condition may fail for the transition probabilities of the
Markov process in Theorem 1.14. Since we did not find a suitable reference,
for the reader’s convenience we state the general result in the form we need
and indicate how to modify known proofs to cover the case of discrete or-
thogonality measure. According to [3], page 1012, related results are implicit
in some of Chebyshev’s work on continued fractions.
Theorem A.1. Let An,Bn,Cn be real, n≥ 0 and such that
n∏
k=0
AkCk+1 ≥ 0 for all n≥ 0.(A.1)
Consider two families of polynomials defined by the recurrences
xpn(x) =Anpn+1(x) +Bnpn(x) +Cnpn−1(x), n≥ 0,(A.2)
xpn(x) = pn+1(x) +Bnpn(x) +An−1Cnpn−1(x), n≥ 0,(A.3)
with the initial conditions p0 = p0 = 1, p−1 = p−1 = 0. Then:
(i) Polynomials {pn} are well defined for all n≥ 0 such that
∏n−1
k=0 Ak 6=
0. (Here and below, the product for n= 0 is taken as 1.)
(ii) Monic polynomials {pn} are defined for all n ≥ 0. For n such that∏n−1
k=0 Ak 6= 0, the polynomials differ only by normalization
pn(x) = pn(x)
n−1∏
k=0
Ak.(A.4)
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(iii) There exists a probability measure ν such that both families {pn} and
{pn} are orthogonal with respect to ν. In particular for all m,n≥ 0,∫
pn(x)pm(x)ν(dx) = δm,n
n−1∏
k=0
AkCk+1.(A.5)
Furthermore, if N is the first positive integer such that AN−1CN = 0, then
ν(dx) is a discrete probability measure supported on the finite set of N ≥ 1
real and distinct zeros of the polynomial pN .
Proof. It is clear that recurrence (A.2) can be solved (uniquely) for
pn+1 as long as A0, . . . ,An 6= 0 while recurrence (A.3) has a unique solution
for all n. It is also clear that transformation (A.4) maps the solutions of
recurrence (A.2) to the solutions of (A.3).
If
∏n
k=0AkCk+1 > 0 for all n, then each factor An−1Cn must be positive,
so measure ν(dx) exists and (A.5) holds for all m,n by Favard’s theorem
as stated, for example, in [17], Theorem 2.5.2. If the product (A.1) is zero
starting from some n, and N is the first positive integer such that AN−1CN =
0, then N ≥ 1, and (A.3) implies that for n >N , polynomial pn is divisible
by pN . So if ν(dx) is a discrete measure supported on the finite set of N
zeros of the polynomial pN , then once we show that the zeros are real, (A.5)
holds trivially if either n ≥ N or m ≥ N . To see that (A.5) holds when
0 ≤m,n ≤N − 1, and to see that all zeros of pN are distinct and real, we
apply known arguments. First, the proof of [31], (3.2.4) (or recursion) implies
that
p′n(x)pn−1(x)− p′n−1(x)pn(x)> 0 for all x ∈R and all 1≤ n≤N ,(A.6)
so the proof of [31], Theorem 3.3.2, establishes recurrently that each of the
polynomials p1, . . . , pN has real and distinct zeros. Now let λ0, . . . , λN−1 be
the zeros of pN . The remainder of the proof is an adaptation of the proof
of Theorem 1.3.12 in [13]. (Unfortunately, we cannot apply [13], Theorem
1.3.12, directly since the N th polynomial is undefined there.) Let J = [Ji,j ]
be the N × N Jacobi matrix whose nonzero entries are Jn,n = Bn, n =
0,1, . . . ,N − 1 and Jn,n+1 = 1, Jn+1,n = AnCn+1, n = 0,1, . . . ,N − 2. Then
(A.3) says that vector ~vj = [p0(λj), . . . , pN−1(λj)]T is the eigenvector of J
with eigenvalue λj .
Let D be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
dj =
(
j−1∏
k=0
AkCk+1
)−1/2
> 0, 0≤ j ≤N − 1.
Thus d0 = 1 and dN−1 = (A0 · · ·AN−2C1 · · ·CN−1)−1/2. Then DJD−1 is a
symmetric matrix with the eigenvectors D~v0, . . . ,D~vN−1 which correspond
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to the distinct eigenvalues λ0, . . . , λN−1. So the matrix[
1
‖D~v0‖D~v0,
1
‖D~v1‖D~v1, . . . ,
1
‖D~vN−1‖D~vN−1
]
has orthonormal columns, and hence also orthonormal rows. The latter gives
(A.5) with ν(dx) =
∑N−1
j=0 γjδλj where γj = (
∑N−1
k=0 pk(λj)
2d2k)
−1 > 0 (recall
that p0 = 1). Note that since d0 = 1, from (A.5) applied to m= n= 0 we see
that
∑
γj = 1, so ν is a probability measure. 
As an illustration, for the degenerate measure µ = δa, one has An = 0,
Bn = a, Cn = 0. Here, N = 1, so the family {p¯n(x)} = {1} consists of just
one polynomial, while the monic family is infinite, {pn(x) :n ≥ 0} = {(x−
a)n :n≥ 0}, and ν is concentrated on the set of zeros of p1 = x− a.
A.2. Connection coefficients of Askey–Wilson polynomials. This section
contains a re-statement of the special case of [4], formula (6.1), which we
need in this paper.
Theorem A.2. Let {w¯n} be defined by (1.20). If a 6= 0 then
w¯n(x;a, b, c˜, d˜) =
n∑
k=0
c¯k,nw¯k(x;a, b, c, d),(A.7)
where
c¯k,n = (−1)kqk(k+1)/2
× (q
−n, qn−1abc˜d˜)k(ac˜, ad˜)n
an−k(q, qk−1abcd, ac˜, ad˜)k
(A.8)
× 4ϕ3
(
qk−n, abc˜d˜qn+k−1, acqk, adqk
abcdq2k, ac˜qk, ad˜qk
; q
)
.
[Recall the hypergeometric function (6.3).]
If a= b= 0 and cdd˜ 6= 0, then
c¯k,n = (−1)kqk(2n+1−k)/2 (q
−n)kdn−k(d˜/d)n−k
(q)k
(A.9)
× 2ϕ1
(
q−n, c˜/c
qk+1−nd/d˜
; qc/d˜
)
.
Since dm(d˜/d)m =
∏m−1
j=0 (d−qj d˜), expression (A.9) is also well defined when
d= 0. Similarly, it is well defined for c= 0, d˜= 0 [see (6.3)].
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Proof. The monic form of the Askey–Wilson polynomials {w˜n} and
{w¯n} is the same. Applying (A.4) twice we see that
w˜n(x;a, b, c, d) = (ab)nw¯n(x;a, b, c, d).(A.10)
Since our w˜n is denoted by pn in [4], formula (A.7) is recalculated from [4],
(6.1), with swapped parameters a, d and with β = b, γ = c˜, α= d˜.
To prove the second part, first take b= 0 and all other parameters nonzero
to write
c¯k,n = (−1)kqk(k+1)/2 (ac˜, ad˜)n(q
−n)k
an−k 3
ϕ2
(
qk−n, acqk, adqk
ac˜qk, ad˜qk
; q
)
.(A.11)
Then we apply the limiting case of Sears transformation [17], Theorem
12.4.2, to rewrite
3ϕ2
(
qk−n, acqk, adqk
ac˜qk, ad˜qk
; q
)
=
(adqk)n−k(d˜/d)n−k
(ad˜qk)n−k
3ϕ2
(
qk−n, adqk, c˜/c
ac˜qk, qk+1−nd/d˜
; q
)
.
This allows us to take the limit a→ 0 in (A.11), proving (A.9). 
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